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THE GEAR GREMLIN™ range of 
indispensable accessories 
are selected and developed by 
industry professionals, and 
covers all the really useful 
items that you’ll need, either for 
your home workshop or when 
riding. Gear Gremlin™ provides 
handy tools to make light work 
of bike cleaning and routine 
maintenance, as well as neat 
ideas for styling, safety and 
storage, practical accessories 
for commuting and touring and 
dependable security devices. 
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CHAIN BRUSH  
£11.99

Designed to remove grit and grime 
from a drive chain. Helps clean 
between links and rollers, and 
works best with a chain cleaning 
fluid. Wipe chain after cleaning and 
apply a new film of chain lubricant.

 PART NO GG500

WASH MITT                  
£4.99

A handy mitt suitable for washing, 
polishing and general valeting. 
The highly absorbent and super 
soft material should prevent any 
scratches and can be used either wet 
or dry.

 PART NO GG502

ROUND POLISH 
APPLICATOR £3.99

A handy mitt-style applicator 
suitable for polishing and general 
valeting. The soft towelling material 
should prevent any surface scratches 
and is great for getting that high 
shine finish on paintwork.

	 Dimensions: 150mm dia x 40mm.

 PART NO GG504

SILENCER BUNG  
SMALL £7.99 / LARGE £8.99

A rubber bung to protect your engine and 
silencer from water ingress during washing. 
Universal comb fit. 

	Suitable for 2 stroke and 4 stroke 
applications. 

	Large - Max Dia 60mm, Min Dia 35mm.

	Small - Max Dia 37mm, Min Dia 15mm.

 SIZE PART NO

 SMALL GG100

 LARGE GG101

CHAMOIS POWER 
CLOTH £2.99

A synthetic chamois style cloth for 
drying paintwork and glass. This 
super soft design is washable and 
supplied with storage container. 

	 Dimensions: 39cm x 33cm.

 PART NO GG503

CLEAN IT
MICROFIBRE CLOTH                  
£3.99

An efficient, reuseable and super absorbant 
cloth for cleaning your motorcycle or 
scooter. The tiny microfibres work hard at 
collecting dirt from most surfaces without 
leaving any residue streaks and should 
prevent any surface scratches when washing 
or polishing. The cloths can be washed 
in cold water and used many times over 
without losing absorbancy.

	Dimensions: 34cm x 34cm.
	Pack of 2.

 PART NO GG507
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BRAKE BLEEDING KIT 
£14.99

An easy-to-use brake bleeding kit. Non-
return valve will prevent air being drawn 
back into the system. Comes supplied 
with piping and associated clips.

 PART NO GG110 
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CHAIN BREAKING 
TOOL
£29.99

Split a chain quick 
and easy with the 
Gear Gremlin chain 
breaker. Can be 
used for obtaining 
the correct chain 
length when fitting 
different sprockets 
or a direct new chain 
replacement. Suitable 
for most road and 
off road 420 to 535 
motorcycle chains.

 PART NO GG111
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ALLOY FUEL FILTER  
£13.99

Protects the engine and fuel injection 
systems from dirt and grime. To be 
installed into the main fuel line. 

	 Bore dia 6mm. 

 COLOUR PART NO

 SILVER GG112S

CABLE LUBRICATOR 
£10.99

Keep control cables clean and 
lubricated with this easy-to-use unit. 
Designed to clamp onto the outer 
housing which creates a seal, thus 
allowing the flow of lubricant inside 
and along the cable.

 PART NO GG510

SILICONE FUNNEL  
£8.99

This collapsible silicone funnel 
conveniently folds down for easy 
storage at home or when you’re out 
and about. The sturdy design can 
handle boiling hot liquids without 
buckling and is non-toxic.

	 Largest diameter 70mm with a spout 
diameter of 15mm.

	 Expanded length is 125mm and the 
collapsed length 70mm.

 PART NO GG117

OIL FILTER WRENCH  
£6.99

This high quality oil filter has a 3/8
square drive and is suitable for all 
the popular oil filters. Please check 
with your dealer or handbook for 
compatibility. 

 SIZE PART NO

 74MM X 15 FLUTE GG113B

 80MM X 15 FLUTE GG113D

CABLE REPAIR KIT 
£12.99

An essential cable kit for those 
unexpected moments in a handy 
pocket-sized container. Parts include 
the following: 

	 1.6m of 1.5mm dia bowden cable  
with a 3.5mm to 6mm stepped 
nipple on one end. 

	 1.6m of 1.1mm dia bowden cable  
with a 3mm nipple on one end.  
1 x 10mm dia x 20mm solderless 
nipple. 

	 1 x 8mm dia x 12mm solderless 
nipple.

	 1 x 5mm dia x 8mm solderless nipple. 
	 1 x 8mm dia x 14mm solderless 
nipple with sleeve and nut. 

	 1 x 7.8mm dia x 9mm horizontal 
barrel nipple for 1.5mm dia cable. 

	 1 x 7.8mm x 15mm shouldered 
horizontal nipple for 1.5mm dia cable. 

	 1 x 3.5mm to 6mm brass steed sleeve 
nipple for 1.1mm cable.

 PART NO GG150
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TYRE REPAIR KIT £39.99

An emergency tubeless tyre repair kit which includes everything 
required to complete an emergency temporary repair. Suitable for 
repairs up to 6.0mm dia on the treaded part of the tyre and will not 
repair a tyre with sidewall damage. Maximum recommended speed 
40mph. Follow all instructions provided as The Key Collection accepts 
no liability arising from incorrect assembly or for any other purpose 
than for that which this product is intended. Caution, the adaptor 
and canister will get very cold when used and your hands should be 
protected with the sleeve supplied in the Gear Gremlin™ Tyre Repair 
Kit or suitable gloves.

 PART NO GG170

TYRE INFLATER KIT 
£22.99

An emergency compact kit 
comprising:

	 Two 25g Co2 canisters.
	 A single adaptor unit.
	 A single valve connector suitable 
for Schrader and Presta valves.

Caution, the adaptor and canister 
will get very cold when used and 
your hands should be protected 
with the sleeve supplied or 
suitable gloves.

 PART NO GG174

WHEEL VALVE 
EXTRACTOR - SCHRADER 
£9.49

An easy-to-use valve extractor. Knurled 
surface provides grip. To remove valve 
lightly push and twist anti-clockwise.

 PART NO GG121

COMPACT TYRE REPAIR KIT £9.99

An emergency tubeless tyre repair kit which includes everything
required to complete an emergency temporary repair. Suitable for
repairs up to 6.0mm dia on the treaded part of the tyre. Will not
repair a tyre with sidewall damage. Maximum speed is 40mph. Follow 
all instructions provided as The Key Collection accepts no liability 
arising from incorrect assembly or for any other purpose than for that 
which this product is intended. 

	Does not include Co2 canisters.

 PART NO GG173

LOCKING WIRE KIT 
£14.99

This locking-wire and application tool 
enables you to safetly secure parts 
to your motorcycle or scooter. From  
sump plugs to handle bar grips, ensure 
these parts stay in position during 
those extreme situations such as track 
days, long distance touring and off 
road riding.

 PART NO GG130

EVERYDAY

ESSENTIAL
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TOOL KIT 
SMALL - £19.49

A comprehensive tool kit which can be 
carried under the seat or in a topbox. 
Supplied in a plastic carry pouch.
Kit comprises of:

	 3 spanners - 8 x 10, 10 x 12 and  
14 x 17mm. 

	 8 hexagonal wrenches - 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 
3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0mm. 

	 1 pair of pliers. 
	 1 screwdriver - flat and cross head. 
	 1 combination box spanner with  
bar 16, 18 and 20.8mm.  

 PART NO   GG154

VALVE EXTENDER £6.99

A great addition and "must-have" 
for any motorcycle or scooter, this 
valve extender will make easy work of 
inflating tyres. No more struggling with 
the local garage inflator, dirty hands 
or scraped knuckles. Schrader type 
fitment with 90° bend. Pack of 1.

 PART NO GG202

VALVE ADAPTOR CO2  
£11.99

A compact and lightweight valve 
adaptor to suit Schrader valve type and 
the Gear Gremlin™ CO2 Canisters. Easy 
push action to release gas with sprung 
return to stop. Can be stored under 
seat or in a small compartment on 
bike. Caution, the adaptor and canister 
will get very cold when used and your 
hands should be protected with the 
sleeve supplied in the Gear Gremlin™ 
Tyre Repair Kit or suitable gloves.

 COLOUR PART NO

 BLACK GG1702

CO2 16G CARTRIDGES 
PACK OF 3                    
£11.99

Pack of 3 replacement CO2 canisters 
for the Gear Gremlin™ Tyre Repair Kit 
and also compatible with the Gear 
Gremlin™ Tyre Valve Adaptor. A fast  
and efficient way to inflate your tyres 
away from home or in an emergency. 
16gm capacity with threaded fitment. 
Caution, the canister will get very cold 
when used and your hands should be 
protected with the sleeve supplied in 
the Gear Gremlin™ Tyre Repair Kit or 
suitable gloves.

 PART NO GG1701

EVERYDAY

ESSENTIAL
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MAGNETIC NUT & BOLT TRAY
£7.99

Store loose nuts, bolts and fittings in this handy magnetic tray. 
Manufactured from a tough and durable plastic with a handle 
and magnetic base. 

	 Dimensions: 150mm dia x 35mm deep.

 PART NO GG144

CABLE TIES PACK OF 75 
£3.99

A pack of 75 cable ties comprising of the following sizes:

	 190mm x 4.8mm.
	 120mm x 4.8mm.
	 100mm x 2.5mm.

 PART NO GG151

STIRRUP PUMP
£9.99

he Gear Gremlin stirrup pump is a lightweight plastic floor 
pump with a precision gauge. It is supplied with multi-valve 
attachments, has a thumb lock lever and is compatible with 
both presta and schrader valves. Suitable for motorcycles, 
bicycles, footballs, basketballs and inflatable craft. Always follow 
manufacturers guide for inflation pressures.

		Precision Gauge: PSI / Bar.
		Max Pressure: 140 PSI / 10 Bar.

 PART NO GG171
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HANDLEBAR GRIPS - 
ADVENTURE £10.99

To enhance the levels of grip and feedback 
required, ergonomically designed surfaces are 
incorporated utilising a deep-ridged portion and a 
fine diamond pattern. The deep ridges provide the 
extra purchase in adverse conditions and the fine 
diamond pattern with softer compound rubber 
maximises overall friction and comfort. Grooves 
are incorporated at the ends of the grips to enable 
lock wiring if required. Manufactured from a non-
perishable and anti-split rubber. 

	 Suitable for 22mm diameter handlebars.

 PART NO   GG341

HANDLEBAR GRIPS - 
COMMUTER £8.99

Designed to provide excellent levels of purchase, 
comfort and durability these handlebar grips utilise 
a deep block pattern throughout.  
This pattern maximises durability while the 
medium compound rubber used provides  
excellent all-round friction and comfort. 
Manufactured from a non-perishable and anti-
split rubber and are also supplied with a throttle 
spacing ring and finishing caps. 

	 Suitable for 22mm diameter handlebars.

 PART NO GG342
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LED INDICATORS
 £24.99

Modern ABS indicators “E” 
marked and approved for road 
use with the latest LED
technology, they have an M10 
thread fitting and come supplied 
with spring washers and nuts.
The cable length is 10cm and 
available in 3 different designs, 
Triangle, Oval, and Point.

SHAPE PART NO

TRIANGLE GG310

OVAL GG311

POINT GG312

HANDLEBAR GRIPS - SPORTS 
TOURING
£5.99

With ergonomically designed surfaces designed 
to provide an excellent level of feel and grip. 
The central main section enhances comfort and 
durability while the shallow grooving reduces 
vibration and a deeper grooved inner section 
improves grip and feedback. A soft end cap is 
incorporated which can be trimmed if necessary. 
Manufactured from a non-perishable and anti-
split rubber.  

	 Suitable for 22mm diameter handlebars.

 PART NO GG340
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LED INDICATORS  
£54.99

A premium set of alloy indicators to bring you motorcycle styling 
up to date, utilising the latest LED technology. “E” marked and 
approved for road use they have an M10 thread fitting and are 
supplied with spring washers and nuts. The cable length is 36cm 
and are available in black or alloy.

 SIZE PART NO

 ALLOY GG313A

 BLACK GG313B

SCREEN SCREW KIT  
£15.99

Fresh looking and colour co-ordinated, these anodised 
replacement screen screws come complete with rubber inserts 
for a reduced vibration-free fitting. The rubber grommet is 9mm 
dia to suit a 10mm hole and the associated screw is M5.

 SIZE PART NO

 BLACK GG330B

 BLUE GG330BL

 GOLD GG330GO

 RED GG330R

 SILVER GG330S

UK IDENTIFIER NUMBER PLATE STICKER 
£1.99

Pack of 2 motorcycle UK Identifier number plate stickers. 
Implemented in 2021 all British registered vehicles travelling 
outside the UK must now have the new standard UK Identifier 
and not the old “GB Euro” styled version. Printed on a self-
adhesive vinyl which is easy to apply on a clean, dry and smooth 
existing number plate.

	Dimensions: 51mm x 23mm.

 PART NO GG281

REFLECTIVE HELMET STICKER 
£5.99

Pack of 4 motorcycle helmet reflective stickers. When travelling 
outside the UK some countries require you to have 4 reflective 
stickers on your motorcycle helmet, 1 at the front and rear, and 1 
to each side. Printed on a self-adhesive reflective vinyl which is 
easy to apply on a clean, dry and smooth surface.

	 Dimensions: 90mm x 20mm.

 PART NO GG282
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GEL TANK PAD 
£11.99

A stylish transparent gel tank pad which will help to protect 
paintwork from zips, buckles and constant rubbing of jackets. 
Secured with an adhesive backing which is easy to apply to a 
clean, dry and smooth surface.

	Dimensions: 250mm x 175mm.

 PART NO GG224T

NUMBER PLATE HOLDER
£12.99

A replacement alloy number plate holder which is compatible 
with most undertrays. It has mounting points to suit indicators 
with an M10 thread and is adjustable to fit most sizes of 
motorcycle number plates. 

	 Supplied with M4 screws, washers and lock nuts.

 PART NO GG320

GEL TANK PAD  
UNION FLAG £13.99 
TRANSPARENT £12.99

Secured with an adhesive backing which is easy to apply to a 
clean, dry and smooth surface.

	Dimensions: 250mm x 175mm.

 COLOUR PART NO

 UNION FLAG GG221UF

 TRANSPARENT GG223T

GEL TANK PADS  
£19.99

A pair of transparent tank pads for protecting the sides of a 
fuel tank from the constant rubbing and scratching of jeans and 
leathers. Secured with an adhesive backing which is easy to 
apply to a clean, dry and smooth surface.

	Dimensions: 200mm x 80mm.

 PART NO GG261
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SPOT MIRRORS
£2.99

A set of 2 Blind Spot Mirrors which will help to give a clear and 
wider view of the road behind. Secured with an adhesive backing 
which is easy to apply to a clean, dry and smooth surface.

	 5cm diameter.

 PART NO GG309

LED LIGHTS   
£9.99

Personalise and style your 
motorcycle or scooter with these 
Universal LED lights. The LED 
is mounted in an anodised alloy 
body and supplied with a steel M6 
retaining nut. 2 lights are included 
and the cable length is 41cm.
Available in 3 body colours and 4 
LED colours.

 BODY/LED COLOUR PART NO

 BLACK/BLUE GG315BBL

 BLACK/GREEN GG315BG

 BLACK/RED GG315BR

 BLACK/WHITE GG315BW

 BLUE/BLUE GG315BLBL

 BLUE/GREEN GG315BLG

 BLUE/RED GG315BLR

 BLUE/WHITE GG315BLW

 SILVER/BLUE GG315SBL

 SILVER/GREEN GG315SG

 SILVER/RED GG315SR

 SILVER/WHITE GG315SW

ROUND RED REFLECTORS  
PACK OF 6 £8.99
PACK OF 50 £59.99

These red reflectors with it’s 
honeycomb design will help increase 
riding safety and night time visibility.
Ensure the surface is smooth, clean, 
dry and free from any oil or grease 
before affixing.

Adhesive backing pads supplied.

	 Dimensions: 25mm diameter.

 SIZE PART NO

 PACK OF 6 GG321

 PACK OF 50 GG321B

RECTANGULAR RED 
REFLECTORS
£10.49

These red reflectors with it’s 
honeycomb design will help increase 
riding safety and night time visibility.
Ensure the surface is smooth, clean, 
dry and free from any oil or grease 
before affixing.

Adhesive backing pads supplied.

	 Dimensions: 60mm x 15mm.

 PART NO GG324

RECTANGULAR
RED REFLECTORS 
£5.99

These red reflectors with it’s 
honeycomb design will help increase 
riding safety and night time visibility.
Ensure the surface is smooth, clean, 
dry and free from any oil or grease 
before affixing.

Adhesive backing pads supplied.

	 Dimensions: 85mm x 30mm.

 PART NO GG322
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KNEE SLIDERS  
£19.99

The Gear Gremlin knee sliders are manufactured from a hard wearing, long 
lasting compound and secure to suitable leather suits and jeans using a 
hook and loop fixing. Supplied as a pair and available in 3 colours, Red, 
Blue and Yellow.

 COLOUR PART NO

 RED GG800R

 BLUE GG800U

 YELLOW GG800Y

HI-VIZ ARM BANDS
£8.99

Stay safe and be seen with these Hi Viz arm 
or ankle bands which provide high visibility 
during the day and high reflectivity at night.

	Dimensions: 410mm x 25mm and fully 
adjustable with a Velcro® fastening.

	Conforms to EN13356.

 PART NO GG911
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TAPERED BAR END
£16.99

These high quality CNC machined alloy bar ends have an 
anodised finish and the expandable plug enables various 
fitments, but are ideally suited to a standard 22mm dia 
handlebar. Available in 2 colours: Blue, Red.

 COLOUR PART NO

 BLUE GG350BL

 RED GG350R

SHORT BAR END
£15.99

These high quality CNC machined alloy bar ends have an 
anodised finish and the expandable plug enables various 
fitments, but are ideally suited to a standard 22mm dia handlebar.
Available in 4 colours: Blue, Gold, Red, Silver.

 COLOUR PART NO

 BLUE GG351BL

 GOLD GG351GO

 RED GG351R

 SILVER GG351S
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HANDLEBAR STRAPS 
£22.99

These handlebar straps make securing 
your motorcycle or scooter safely 
in van or on a trailer so much easier 
than just using conventional tie down 
straps. By sliding these straps over 
the handlebar grips at each end you 
will have the ideal securing points. Tie 
down straps or conventional strapping 
can then be used to secure your 
motorcycle or scooter. Designed to fit 
most motorcycles from cruisers, sports, 
touring and motocross to scooters. 

	 Maximum load: 350kg. 

The user is fully responsible for 
determining the safety and suitability 
of these straps and therefore liability 
is limited to the replacement of the 
straps if proved to be defective in 
materials or workmanship. The Key 
Collection accepts no liability arising 
from incorrect assembly or for any 
other purpose than for that which this 
product is intended.

 PART NO   GG251

RATCHET TIE DOWN 
STRAPS £32.99

Designed to secure your motorcycle 
or scooter safely in a van or on 
a trailer, these tie down straps 
incorporate a steel “Easy open” 
ratchet system and vinyl hooks for 
quick and safe operation. 

	 Maximum Load: 900kg. 

The user is fully responsible for 
determining the safety and suitability 
of these straps and therefore liability 
is limited to the replacement of the 
straps if proved to be defective in 
materials or workmanship. The Key 
Collection accepts no liability arising 
from incorrect assembly or for any 
other purpose than for that which this 
product is intended.

 PART NO GG250

LUGGAGE STRAP
£5.99

A single elastic strap which can be 
adjusted in length to suit different 
applications. The strap incorporates 
garage units so the loose ends can be 
parked neatly and out of harm’s way 
and has plastic hooks for securing 
lightweight items safely. Attach 
to secure mounting points such 
as dedicated luggage hooks, solid 
footrest brackets or part of the frame. 
Ensure that items being transported 
are attached in a way that does not 
endanger you, your property or others. 

	 750mm x 5mm dia. 

The Key Collection accepts no liability 
arising from incorrect assembly or for 
any other purpose than for that which 
this product is intended.

 PART NO   GG210
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FLAT BUNGEE STRAP 
£5.49

A single elastic flat bungee strap fitted 
with plastic coated hooks to each end. 
Transport lightweight items safely and 
securely. Attach to secure mounting 
points such as dedicated luggage 
hooks, solid footrest brackets or part 
of the frame. Ensure that items being 
transported are attached in a way that 
does not endanger you, your property 
or others. 

	Dimensions: 600mm x 16mm

The Key Collection accepts no liability 
arising from incorrect assembly or for 
any other purpose than for that which 
this product is intended.

 PART NO   GG212

BUNGEE STRAP
£4.99

A single elastic bungee strap fitted 
with plastic coated hooks to each end. 
Transport lightweight items safely and
securely. Attach to secure mounting 
points such as dedicated luggage 
hooks, solid footrest brackets or part of
the frame. Ensure that items being 
transported are attached in a way that 
does not endanger you, your property
or others.

	Dimensions: 800mm x 9mm dia.

The Key Collection accepts no liability 
arising from incorrect assembly or for 
any other purpose than for that 
which this product is intended.

 PART NO   GG211

CARGO NET
£8.99

Transport lightweight items safely 
secured to the rear seat or rack. The 
cargo net has 6 plastic coated steel 
hooks and they should always be 
attached to secure mounting points, 
such as dedicated luggage hooks, solid 
footrest brackets or part of the frame. 
Ensure that items being transported 
are attached in a way that does not 
endanger you, your property or others.

	Dimensions: 380mm x 380mm  
   minimum size

The Key Collection accepts no liability 
arising from incorrect assembly or for 
any other purpose than for that which 
this product is intended. 

 COLOUR PART NO

 BLACK GG241B

 RED GG241R

 BLUE GG241BL

L PLATE KIT
£14.99

A comprehensive kit containing the 
following: 

 1 x flexible plate.
 1 x rigid plate.
 1 x fork connector bracket.
 1 x steel screw and nut.
 2 x plastic screws and nuts.

 PART NO   GG930
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STANDARD COVER 
50CC £34.99  
125CC £36.99 
250CC £38.99  
500CC £40.99 
750CC £42.99  
1100CC £49.99 
1200CC+ £52.99

Manufactured from waterproof and 
durable 100% polyester with elastic 
hems for a secure fit. The elastic hems 
ensure the cover stays in place and 
the strategically positioned eyelets 
facilitate the use of a lock and chain.  
As well as keeping the motorcycle or 
scooter dry it will provide protection 
from sun, rain, dust and UV exposure.  
If the motorcycle or scooter is kept 
outside, hiding it from prying eyes with 
a cover can be a deterrent to thieves.

 SIZE PART NO

 50CC GG941

 125CC GG942

 250CC GG943

 500CC GG944

 750CC GG945

 1100CC GG946

 1200CC + GG947

CLASSIC NEON COVER  
M £49.99  / XL £59.99

Manufactured from a waterproof, soft and durable 100% polyester with elastic hems for a 
secure fit. The elastic hems ensure the cover stays in place and the strategically positioned 
eyelets facilitate the use of a lock and chain. Reinforced side cut-outs are provided for 
passing a chain through so that the motorcycle or scooter can be locked. The top portion 
of the cover is neon yellow. 
As well as keeping the motorcycle or scooter dry, it will provide protection from sun,  
rain, dust and UV exposure. If the motorcycle or scooter is kept outside, hiding it from 
prying eyes with a cover can be a deterrent to thieves. Washable and also comes with  
a storage bag.

 SIZE PART NO

 MEDIUM GG980M

 EXTRA LARGE GG980XL 

CRUISE CONTROL 
LARGE £11.99 / REGULAR £10.99

A simple and classic designed throttle controller that will help in 
reducing hand fatigue, tensed forearms and wrist muscles during 
those long journeys in the saddle.
2 sizes available:

	Large: Ctr to outside 65mm x Width 60mm.
	Regular: Ctr to outside 55mm x Width 50mm.

 SIZE PART NO

 LARGE GG610

 REGULAR GG611
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DELUXE COVER 
£64.99

Manufactured from fine polyester with a PU
coating, taped and welded seams and a
laminated soft white fleece on the inside with
a heat resistant lining. The elastic hems
ensure the cover stays in place and the
strategically positioned eyelets facilitate the
use of a lock and chain. The 2 air vents will
allow any moisture build-up to escape. The
strap and buckle system also helps hold the
cover securely in place. As well as keeping
your motorcycle or scooter dry it will provide
protection from sun, rain, dust and UV
exposure. If the motorcycle or scooter is kept
outside, hiding it from prying eyes with a 
cover can be a deterrent to thieves. A Gear 
Gremlin reflective logo is printed on the cover. 

	Dimensions: 1580mm x 880mm x 880mm.

 PART NO   GG948S

DUST COVER
M £26.99 / L £27.99

An indoor breathable dust cover with a UV stabiliser and Gear Gremlin logo to the 
front. The elastic hems ensure the cover stays in place and the strategically positioned 
eyelets facilitate the use of a lock and chain.

	Medium = 1730mm x 940mm x 1400mm.
	Large = 2100mm x 1060mm x 1500mm.

 SIZE PART NO

 MEDIUM GG949M

 LARGE GG949L

SPORTS/TOURING PANNIERS 
£89.99

An excellent value for money set of sports/touring 
panniers with a strap retaining system. Each pannier 
has a main compartment and an additional outside 
zipped pocket. A carry handle is also provided. It is 
manufactured from a strong ripstop nylon with PU 
internal boarding and comes complete with rain covers. 
Running along the rear is a reflective strip for added 
night time visibility. 

	Capacity: 12 litres and expandable to 15 litres each.

The Key Collection accepts no liability arising from 
incorrect assembly or for any other purpose than for 
that which this product is intended.

 PART NO   GG292
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GROUND ANCHOR - STANDARD £44.99

his Gear Gremlin ground anchor is perfect for keeping your bike 
secure whilst at home. The anchor acts as a 
fixed object for you to secure your bike to with the use of a 
chain or D lock. It features a hardened steel body finished off 
with a polypropylene cover and a strong 14mm dia alloy steel 
shackle which lays flat and concealed when not in use. Comes 
complete with M10 retaining bolts for securing into concrete and 
ball bearings which fit 
into the bolt heads so they cannot be removed or undone.

 PART NO GG700

NIMROD CHAIN LOCK
1.5M £49.99 / 2.0M £59.99

The Nimrod chain lock is available in two sizes and has a zinc alloy 
lock body surrounded with a steel case, there is also a plastic 
covering with a sliding dust seal which covers the key lock to 
help prevent any dirt and grit ingress. The 11.0mm dia shackle is 
manufactured from a CR-MO hardened steel. A tough textile cover 
is used to protect the chain. 
Supplied with 3 keys.

	Body: Zinc Alloy and Steel
	Shackle: CR-MO hardened steel
	Chain: 9.5mm CR-MO hardened steel
	Chain Length: 1.5m and 2.0m.

 SIZE PART NO

 1.5M GG744

 2.0M GG745

SCORPION CHAIN LOCK 
1.2M £49.99   
1.5M £54.99

The Scorpion chain lock is available in 
two sizes and has a hardened steel lock 
body. The body locking mechanism is 
anti-attack and anti-drill with a triple 
ball bearing locking system and the 
11.0mm dia shackle is manufactured 
from hardened CR-MO steel. A tough 
textile cover is used to protect the 
chain. Supplied with 3 keys.

	Body: Hardened steel.
	Shackle: CR-MO hardened steel.
	Chain: 9.5mm CR-MO hardened steel.
	Chain Length: 1.2m and 1.5m. 

 SIZE PART NO

 1.2M GG514

 1.5M GG515

SWORDFISH CHAIN LOCK 
£49.99

The swordfish chain lock has a high 
hardened steel lock body. The body 
locking mechanism is anti-attack and 
anti-drill with a double ball bearing 
locking system with reinforced cylinder 
plates and the 11.0mm dia shackle is 
manufactured from hardened CR-MO 
steel. A tough textile cover is used to 
protect the chain. Supplied with 3 keys.

	Body: Hardened Steel
	Shackle: CR-MO hardened steel
	Chain: 9.5mm CR-MO hardened steel
	Chain Length: 1.2m.

 PART NO   GG750

HURRICANE CHAIN LOCK  
£39.99

The Hurricane chain lock has a high 
quality steel lock body with a sliding 
dust seal which covers the key lock to
help prevent any dirt and grit 
ingress, and the 11.0mm dia shackle is 
manufactured from a CR-MO hardened 
steel. A tough textile cover is used to 
protect the chain. Supplied with 3 keys.

	Body: Steel.
	Shackle: CR-MO hardened steel.
	Chain: 9.5mm CR-MO hardened steel.
	Chain Length: 1.0m.

 PART NO   GG751
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DELTA DISC LOCK 
£19.99

A small and convenient disc lock with 
a zinc alloy impact resistant body and 
a chrome plated finish. The locking 
pin is 5.5mm dia hardened steel and 
has a push to close auto-locking 
system. Supplied with its own disc lock 
reminder. Supplied with 2 keys.

	Body: Zinc Alloy.
	Locking Pin: Hardened steel. 

 PART NO   GG714

DISC LOCK REMINDER 
£3.99

Never forget to remove your disc lock 
with this handy reminder. Attach to 
the end of the handlebar and locked 
disc lock on leaving motorcycle and on 
return remove and attach to key ring.

 PART NO   GG780

GROUND ANCHOR - HEAVY
£52.99

This Gear Gremlin ground anchor is perfect for keeping your 
bike secure whilst at home. The anchor acts as a fixed object 
for you to secure your bike to with the use of a chain or D 
lock. Manufactured from hardened steel this is an ideal robust 
anchor point for securing a motorcycle or scooter. Comes 
complete with M10 retaining bolts for securing into concrete 
and ball bearings which fit into the bolt heads so they cannot be 
removed or undone.

	Dimensions: Base is 130mm x 130mm. 
	Aperature: 65mm x 40mm x 40mm high.

 PART NO   GG702

GROUND ANCHOR -  SMALL
£24.99

This Gear Gremlin ground anchor is perfect for keeping your 
bike secure whilst at home. The anchor acts as a fixed object 
for you to secure your bike to with the use of a chain or D 
lock. Manufactured from hardened steel this is an ideal robust 
anchor point for securing a motorcycle or scooter. Comes 
complete with M10 retaining bolts for securing into concrete 
and ball bearings which fit into the bolt heads so they cannot be 
removed or undone.

	Dimensions: Base is 130mm dia.
	Aperature: 90mm x 45mm x 45mm high.

 PART NO GG701

HAWK DISC LOCK 
£29.99

Manufactured from tough zinc alloy with 
a full plastic jacket. The locking pin is 
10mm dia hardened steel
and has a high security locking 
mechanism with a push down auto-lock 
cylinder, a flip dust cover keeps the dirt 
and grit out. Supplied with 2 keys.

	Body: Zinc Alloy.
	Locking Pin: Hardened steel.
	Available in 2 colours, Black and Neon.

 COLOUR PART NO

 BLACK GG715B

 NEON YELLOW GG715Y

EVERYDAY

ESSENTIAL
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NECK TUBE  
£7.99

This multi-functional lightweight, 
breathable and wind resistant neck 
tube can be worn in many different 
configurations such as a bandana, 
face mask, neck scarf or beanie. The 
Universal fit suits most, and can also 
be used for many outdoor activities.
One size.

 DESIGN/COLOUR PART NO

 JAWS GG9613

 GEAR GREMLIN™ GG959

 GREY GG965

 FLAME HOT ROD GG968

 BLACK/WHITE TRIBAL  GG969

 BLACK GG972

 BLUE  GG973

 RED  GG974

 SKULL WHITE  GG978

 SKULL PURPLE GG979

 JUNGLE CAMO GG971

FACE MASK £10.99

Manufactured from Neoprene this face mask will help keep wind 
chill to a minimum. It has ventilation to the mouth and nose area 
and is secured in position with Velcro®. 

	 One size.

 PART NO    GG953

FACE MASK £7.99

The face mask has a Neoprene frontal area for wind proofing with 
ventilation for nose and mouth. The neck surround has a fleece 
lining for added comfort and is secured with Velcro®.

	One size.

 PART NO    GG952

BLACK/WHITE TRIBAL

JAWS SKULL WHITE

FLAME HOT ROD GEAR GREMLIN™

SKULL PURPLE JUNGLE CAMO

GREY RED BLUE BLACK
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BRACES £24.99

High quality heavy duty braces to suit 
leather, textile and over jeans. The 
50mm adjustable elastic textile with an 
“X” style back provides a comfortable 
fit along with added durability. 

	 One size.

 COLOUR PART NO

 BLACK GG9162

 WHITE SKULL GG9161

ZIPPER PULLER  
(PACK OF 4) £5.99

Replacement zipper pullers with nylon 
clasp and nickel plated connector. 

	 Supplied as a pack of 4.

 PART NO GG920

DRY BAG  
£3.99

A convenient sealable bag to keep 
your cell phone and many other 
items dry. Manufactured from durable 
PVC with 2 securing poppers. 

	 Compartment dimensions: 
135mm x 110mm.

 PART NO GG921

SPARKPLUGS® EARPLUGS  
£1.99 PER PACK  
£199.99 FOR 100 PACKS

Made of extra-soft, extra light foam. 
Their tapered shape fits easily in 
the ear canal, and seals gently and 
snugly without pressure. They’re 
so comfortable you’ll forget you’re 
wearing ear plugs. They offer a high 
SNR 35, making them suitable for 
most noisy environments. So, while 
they look like fun, they provide serious 
protection. 
These are supplied in 1 box containing 
100 packs of 2 pairs of ear plugs or  
1 pack of 2 pairs.

	 100% PVC-Free®.
	 Highest independently tested NRR. 
	 Extra-soft, low-pressure foam for 
comfort and fit. 

	 Tapered shape for easy insertion  
and removal. 

	 Shaped to fit even very small ear 
canals. 

	 Non-irritating smooth surface. 
	 Look for the exclusive coloured 
streaks and swirls as a symbol of 
Moldex quality.

 SIZE PART NO

 100 POCKETPAKS GG975

 1 POCKETPAK GG975S

KNEE PAD
£14.99 

A knee pad that is ideal for supporting 
and protecting the knees while working 
on a motorcycle or scooter. Can also be 
used for many practical tasks around 
the home.

 PART NO   GG801

ROCKET® EARPLUGS  
£2.99  
(1PR IN POCKETPAK)

	 100% PVC-Free.
	 Easy grip handle lets earplugs easily 
slip into ear.

	 Air bubble in tip provides cushioned 
comfort.

	 Earplugs can be washed and reused.
	 Pocket-Pak® carrying case provides 
hygienic storage of plugs between 
uses.

	  Look for the bright green colour as a 
symbol of Moldex quality.

 PART NO GG976
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PRODUCT PART NO PRICE PAGE

SILENCER BUNG SMALL  GG100 £7.99 02
SILENCER BUNG LARGE  GG101 £8.99 02
BRAKE BLEEDING KIT  GG110 £14.99 03 
UNIV CHAIN BREAKING TOOL  GG111 £29.99 03
ALLOY FUEL FILTER - SILVER  GG112S £13.99 04
OIL FILTER WRENCH 74MM X 15 FLUTE  GG113B £6.99 04 
OIL FILTER WRENCH 80MM X 15 FLUTE GG113D £6.99 04
SILICON FUNNEL  GG117 £8.99 04 
WHEEL VALVE EXTRACTOR - SCHRADER  GG121 £9.49 05 
LOCKING WIRE KIT  GG130 £14.99 05 
MAGNETIC NUT & BOLT TRAY  GG144 £7.99 07 
CABLE REPAIR KIT GG150 £12.99 04 
CABLE TIES 75PCE PACK  GG151 £3.99 07 
TOOL KIT - SMALL  GG154 £19.49 06  
TYRE REPAIR KIT GG170 £39.99 05  
CO2 16G CARTRIDGES PACK OF 3  GG1701 £11.99 06 
VALVE ADAPTOR BLACK - CO2  GG1702 £11.99 06 
STIRRUP PUMP  GG171 £9.99 07  
TYRE REPAIR KIT - COMPACT  GG173 £9.99 05  
TYRE INFLATER KIT  GG174 £22.99 05 
VALVE EXTENDER  GG202 £6.99 06 
LUGGAGE STRAP GG210 £5.99 15
BUNGEE STRAP  GG211 £4.99 16

BUNGEE STRAP GG212 £5.49 16 
GEL TANK PADS  GG221UF £13.99 11 
GEL TANK PADS GG223T £12.99 11    
GEL TANK PAD    GG224T £11.99 11 
CARGO NET BLACK  GG241B £8.99 16 
CARGO NET RED  GG241R £8.99 16 
CARGO NET BLUE  GG241BL £8.99 16  
RATCHET TIE DOWN STRAPS GG250 £32.99 15 
HANDLEBAR STRAPS  GG251 £22.99 15    
GEL TANK PADS GG261 £19.99 11   
UK NUMBER PLATE STICKER 2PK  GG281 £1.99 10 
REFLECTIVE HELMET STICKERS 4PK  GG282 £5.99 10 
SPORTS/ TOURING PANNIERS  GG292 £89.99 18  
SPOT MIRRORS GG309 £2.99 12    
LED INDICATORS - TRIANGLE  GG310 £24.99 09   
LED INDICATORS - OVAL  GG311 £24.99 09   
LED INDICATORS - POINT GG312 £24.99 09 
ALLOY LED INDICATORS ALLOY GG313A £54.99 10 
ALLOY LED INDICATORS BLACK GG313B £54.99 10  
LED LIGHT BLACK/BLUE GG315BBL £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT BLACK/GREEN  GG315BG £9.99 12
LED LIGHT BLUE/BLUE GG315BLBL £9.99 12
LED LIGHT BLUE/GREEN GG315BLG £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT BLUE/RED  GG315BLR £9.99 12 
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LED LIGHT BLUE/WHITE  GG315BLW £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT BLACK/RED  GG315BR £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT BLACK/WHITE  GG315BW £9.99 12 
LED LIGHT SILVER/BLUE  GG315SBL £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT SILVER/GREEN  GG315SG £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT SILVER/RED  GG315SR £9.99 12  
LED LIGHT SILVER/WHITE GG315SW £9.99 12 
NUMBER PLATE HOLDER  GG320 £12.99 11   
RED ROUND REFLECTOR ADHESIVE 6PCE  GG321 £8.99 12    
RED ROUND REFLECTOR ADHESIVE 50PCE  GG321B £59.99 12    
RED RECTANGULAR REF’OR ADHESIVE 2PCE  GG322 £5.99 12   
RED RECTANGULAR REF’OR ADHESIVE 6PCE  GG324 £10.49 12 
SCREEN SCREW KIT BLACK GG330B £15.99 10 
SCREEN SCREW KIT BLUE  GG330BL £15.99 10 
SCREEN SCREW KIT GOLD   GG330GO £15.99 10 
SCREEN SCREW KIT RED  GG330R £15.99 10 
SCREEN SCREW KIT SILVER  GG330S £15.99 10 
HANDLEBAR GRIPS BLACK - SPORTS TOURING  GG340 £5.99 09
HANDLEBAR GRIPS BLACK/GREY - ADVENTURE GG341 £10.99 08 
HANDLEBAR GRIPS BLACK - COMMUTER  GG342 £8.99 08 
TAPERED BAR END BLUE  GG350BL £16.99 14 
TAPERED BAR END RED GG350R £16.99 14 
SHORT BAR END BLUE  GG351BL £15.99 14 
SHORT BAR END GOLD  GG351GO £15.99 14 
SHORT BAR END RED GG351R £15.99 14 
SHORT BAR END SILVER  GG351S £15.99 14 
CHAIN BRUSH GG500 £11.99 02 
GREEN WASH MITT  GG502 £4.99 02 
POWER CHAMOIS CLOTH  GG503 £2.99 02 
ROUND POLISH APPLICATOR GG504 £3.99 02 
MICROFIBRE CLOTH  GG507 £3.99 02 
CABLE LUBRICATOR GG510 £10.99 04 
SCORPION CHAIN LOCK 1.2M GG514 £49.99 19 
SCORPION CHAIN LOCK 1.5M  GG515 £54.99 19 
CRUISE CONTROL LARGE  GG610 £11.99 17 
CRUISE CONTROL REGULAR  GG611 £10.99 17 
GROUND ANCHOR - STANDARD  GG700 £44.99 19 
GROUND ANCHOR - SMALL  GG701 £24.99 20 
GROUND ANCHOR - HEAVY DUTY  GG702 £52.99 20 
DELTA DISC LOCK  GG714 £19.99 20 
HAWK DISC LOCK BLACK GG715B £29.99 20
HAWK DISC LOCK NEON YELLOW  GG715Y £29.99 20
NIMROD CHAIN LOCK 1.5M  GG744 £49.99 19 

NIMROD CHAIN LOCK 2.0M  GG745 £59.99 19 
SWORDFISH CHAIN LOCK  GG750 £49.99 19 
HURRICANE CHAIN LOCK  GG751 £39.99 19  
DISC LOCK REMINDER  GG780 £3.99 19 
KNEE SLIDERS - RED GG800R £19.99 13 
KNEE SLIDERS - BLUE  GG800U £19.99 13 
KNEE SLIDERS - YELLOW  GG800Y £19.99 13 
KNEE PAD  GG801 £14.99 22      
HI-VIZ ARM BANDS  GG911 £8.99 13 
BRACES - WHITE SKULL  GG9161 £24.99 22 
BRACES - BLACK  GG9162 £24.99 22 
ZIPPER PULLER (PACK OF 4)  GG920 £5.99 22 
PHONE DRY BAG  GG921 £3.99 22 
L PLATE KIT  GG930 £14.99 16 
STANDARD COVER 50CC  GG941 £34.99 17 
STANDARD COVER 125CC  GG942 £36.99 17 
STANDARD COVER 250CC GG943 £38.99 17 
STANDARD COVER 500CC  GG944 £40.99 17 
STANDARD COVER 750CC  GG945 £42.99 17 
STANDARD COVER 1100CC  GG946 £49.99 17 
STANDARD COVER 1200CC +  GG947 £52.99 17 
DELUXE COVER SMALL  GG948S £64.99 18 
DUST COVER MEDIUM  GG949M £26.99 18 
DUST COVER LARGE  GG949L £27.99 18 
FACE MASK  GG952 £7.99 21 
FACE MASK  GG953 £10.99 21 
NECK TUBE - GEAR GREMLIN  GG959 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - JAWS  GG9613 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - GREY  GG965 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - FLAME HOT ROD  GG968 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - BLACK/ WHITE TRIBAL  GG969 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - JUNGLE CAMO GG971 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - BLACK  GG972 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - BLUE  GG973 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - RED  GG974 £7.99 21 
EARPLUGS (100 POCKETPAKS - 2PRS PER PAK)  GG975 £199.99 22 
EARPLUGS (1 POCKETPAK - 2PRS PER PAK)  GG975S £1.99 22 
ROCKET EARPLUGS (1PR IN POCKETPAK) GG976 £2.99 22 
NECK TUBE - SKULL WHITE  GG978 £7.99 21 
NECK TUBE - SKULL PURPLE  GG979 £7.99 21 
CLASSIC NEON COVER MEDIUM GG980M £49.99 17 
CLASSIC NEON COVER EXTRA LARGE  GG980XL £59.99 17
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